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Aligning Modern Business Processes and Legacy Systems: A Component-Based PerspectiveMIT Press, 2007
"Willem-Jan van den Heuvel was an early participant in efforts to map business processes to business components and find an intelligent way to leverage legacy systems. Carrying this work forward, his current book provides a strategic introduction to business component design that is essential reading for CIOs, system architects, designers, and...
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The Community Manager's Playbook: How to Build Brand Awareness and Customer EngagementApress, 2014

	Savvy companies recognize the value of a strong community. Think of Nike and its community of runners, Nike+, and you’ll quickly understand that creating and fostering an online community around a product or brand is a powerful way to boost marketing efforts, gain valuable insight into consumers, increase revenue, improve consumer...
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Learning NGUI for UnityPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of NGUI for Unity to create stunning mobile and PC games and user interfaces


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with NGUI for both PC and mobile devices
	
		Create fully functional 2D and 3D cross-platform user interfaces
	
		A step-by-step guide, full of examples to...
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The Business Case for Enterprise-Class Wireless LANsCisco Press, 2006
A comprehensive guide to analyzing the business rationale for WLANs

	
    Evaluate the business rationale behind the deployment of WLANs, including return on investment (ROI), net present value, payback period, and total cost of ownership

    
	
    ...
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CMMI for Services: Guidelines for Superior Service (2nd Edition) (SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2011

	CMMI® for Services (CMMI-SVC) is a comprehensive set of guidelines to help organizations establish and improve processes for delivering services. By adapting and extending proven standards and best practices to reflect the unique challenges faced in service industries, CMMI-SVC offers providers a practical and focused...
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Bioinformatics: Managing Scientific Data (Multimedia Information and Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Bioinformatics can refer to almost any collaborative effort between biologists or geneticists and computer scientists and thus covers a wide variety of traditional computer science domains, including data modeling, data retrieval, data mining, data integration, data managing, data warehousing, data cleaning, ontologies, simulation, parallel...
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The Power of Strategic Commitment: Achieving Extraordinary Results Through Total Alignment and EngagementAMACOM, 2009
 Not just a slogan on the T-shirts you give out at the company picnic, commitment is a crucial strategic advantage in any organization. But it’s as elusive to achieve as it is easy to covet. Real commitment transcends simple compliance, where employees follow the rules and get their work done, and translates to the...
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Do Good Design: How Designers Can Change the WorldPeachpit Press, 2008
How did design help choose a president?

Why are people buying houses they cannot afford?

Why do U.S. car makers now struggle to compete? Why do we really have an environmental crisis?

Design matters. Like never before.

Disarming the weapons of mass deception....
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Strategic Data Warehousing: Achieving Alignment with BusinessAuerbach Publications, 2009
Strategic Data Warehousing: Achieving Alignment with Business provides an integrated approach to achieving successful and sustainable alignment of data warehouses and business goals. It details the roles and responsibilities of the data warehouse and business managers in achieving strategic alignment, technical integration, and...
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BlastO'Reilly, 2003
BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) is a set of similarity search programs that explore all of the available sequence databases for protein or DNA. BLAST is the only book completely devoted to this popular and important technology and offers biologists, computational biology students, and bioinformatics...
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Business Modeling With UML:  Business Patterns at WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"An excellent hands-on book for practitioners eager to document the internal structure and everyday workings of business processes. This clear and practical book belongs on the shelf of everyone dedicated to mapping, maintaining, and streamlining business processes."     —Richard Mark Soley, Phd, Chairman and CEO, OMG...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Keynote for Mac OS XQue, 2004
Priced at $99, Keynote is the new application that promises to bring to everyone the ability to create stunning, professional-quality presentations. It includes professionally designed themes, top-end typography, animated charts and tables, and cinematic quality transitions. Keynote has Apple's traditional elegance and ease-of-use, with intuitive...
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